
MENTAL PERFORMANCE 
PROFILE PART 1: ATTRIBUTES
(Rate on a Likert Scale 1 – no/poor, 3 – sometimes/ok, 5 – frequently/excellent, 7 – always/exceptional)

Player ___________________________________________________________ Rate yourself using the scale above, include reason for score Target Area of Development

Bounce back to perform well after making mistakes and losing. Resilience

Belief in self as a tennis player. Confidence

Ready, energized, focused, & believing every point “all in”. Competitor

Open to learning and engaged in practice. Growth Mindset

Take initiative to communicate with coaches and improve game. Proactive Personality

See the positives in most situations. Optimism

Trust game and strokes and willing play game under pressure the right way. Sense of Control & Conviction

Adjust to changing circumstances quickly and effectively (before and during matches). Mentally Flexible & Adaptable

Play tennis for the love of the game. Passion

Consistently prepare for practices and matches. Commitment

Off-court lifestyle enhances on-court efforts. Healthy Perspective

Continue to strive for goals with focus and intensity despite setbacks and adversity. Perseverance, Determination

I do all the little things daily expected of a professional. Professionalism

List 2 Strengths:

List an Area of Focus:



MENTAL PERFORMANCE 
PROFILE PART 1: HABITS
(Rate on a Likert Scale 1 – no/poor, 3 – sometimes/ok, 5 – frequently/excellent, 7 – always/exceptional)

Player ___________________________________________________________ Rate yourself using the scale above, include reason for score Habits

I understand why I play tennis and it motivates me to train and compete.

I play for internal reasons such as wanting to see how good I can be more so than 
winning, rankings, or trophies.

Vision of Self

I know how I am as a person and I value most. Vision of Game

I have a clear vision of how I play the game.

My coach and I agree on how I should play the game.

I visualize being successful frequently.

I set goals daily that focus me on getting better. Goals align with vision

The goals that I focus on align with long term goals I have for myself.

My goals motivate me to push through difficulty and adversity.

I learn new things related to my tennis quickly. Goal Setting, Reflection

I spend time thinking about what I achieve each day.

I believe my mind is an advantage for me in matches. Mental Skills Mastery & Use

I have learned to use specific mental skills such as visualization, self-talk, goal-set-
ting, or relaxation.

I practice mental skills daily.

I am accepting of how I feel on the court and the situations that I find myself in. Emotional Control

I enjoy the stress of competition.

I control my reactions to those things that happen to me and how I feel about them. 

I choose a plan of action and commit to when adversity strikes.

When times are tough I problem-solve to try and figure out a way to be successful.



MENTAL PERFORMANCE 
PROFILE PART 1: HABITS (CONT.)
(Rate on a Likert Scale 1 – no/poor, 3 – sometimes/ok, 5 – frequently/excellent, 7 – always/exceptional)

Player ___________________________________________________________ Rate yourself using the scale above, include reason for score Habits

I have a specific between points routine that I follow consistently. Routines

As the point is about to start I feel ready: focused in the moment, on my plan, with 
commitment and belief, and positive energy.

I have a consistent changeover routine that has me ready to play as the next game 
starts.

In practice I treat it like a match. Pressure train skills

I use my mental skills and routines in practice to help me prepare them for match-
es, but also to deal with situations in practice effectively.

I put myself in stressful situations in practice and work through them.

I have a specific plan I follow to prepare for matches, and I follow it consistently. Pre Match Preparation

I know what I want to think, feel and do prior to match to make successful.

I mentally rehearse my game plan and process goals prior to the match.

I am prepared to compete.

I focus on my strengths and process goals for the match during the match. Performance Cues

I know what to say to myself to get myself playing better.

I plan specific words, phrases or statements to use in the match.

List 2 Strengths:

List an Area of Focus:


